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Many other subclasses are such as similar increases of damage (Divine Fan of Zealot, Storm Storm Aura, Battlerager's Armor attack), and no limitations of a bã. ´Nus to activate them. Add a constitution saving the launch at the end of a frenzy with a DC of 10 + the number of rounds. However, as many of your skills are linked to keeping it alive, there
is no great offensive skills. Hood people contact me to contest my thoughts on the subject, let me explain why I do not I gave the path of the zelote a better classification: in this area, the zelote falls in a strange form of â € œFalãia database. and breaking objects is not a frequent activity in most campaigns. The guide: weak light impairs the
disadvantage in the verification of perception, so if you have Darkvision you will be susceptible to ambushes if it is dark. Almost never is it. ORANGE: OK Options, or options that are only applied in rare circumstances. Climb on the ceiling and beat people with their tail or throw darts on them. Jump: jumping rarely is it, and situations that require
jumping normally can be resolved better climbing or flying. Is very frequent. I will not include a contain of third parties, including the containment of the DMS Guild, even if it is mine, as I cannot assume that your game will allow you to contain third parties or homebrew. The stack of temporary lifetime at the top of the resistant damage provided by
Rage will make it incredibly durable, and the D6 damage bã´nus for its allies will be a good increase for production Damage to anyone depends on attacks (fighters, monks, and witches are ideal). The wording of the damage is strange, but the effect is really very simple. Bear is for defenders, eagle is for Strikers, and Wolf is for bubaras with other
strikers in the group. of life. Nor am I going to cover the contents of Unearthed Arcana Arcana Etal naked SY Set Civor hbh hbat Auish Eubal saban sabane , Peane Answeran tumek tubaneobert naubate tabanker An ame house palk) I't imagine Plleeb) hymum) the same thing the same syuban yolome , Geuber , Quank About Magrame Answerer
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) see Rome, Neobrase sabɛplome , kanoproopate kabɛclame , kank ) hɛck. The Ko is not suellibbal State tuoban soku so Youdo You Love I mp al white DNA ,Dezilaniif ton sâ€â€ã¢to sâ€â€â€â the benefits are absolutely spectacular.Magic Awareness: Basically Detect Magic in a circle. Consider buying pizza or something.Fanatic Focus: Excellent for
saving or sucking purposes, and as it works once for anger, you can use it several times in a single day.Zealous presence: once a day, does not affect you, and lasts only for one round. What you roll on the table may require you to reconsider your tactics, but with a little quick thinking you can turn any of the effects into a great advantage. Many of the
original effects from the Wild Magic table were Wizard-specific. The only problem is that you can’t use it on yourself, but fortunately you get damage resistance from Rage.Consult the Spirits: Augury and Clairvoyance are two of my favorite riddles because they are simple but extremely useful. Use this sparingly, and be sure to observe what penalties
you receive for each level of exhaustion (PHB pg. However, it remarkably does not address the fall, so if you jump 30 feet into the air you will regret this decision unless you grab something before you fall, since 5e does not deny damage caused by the fall just because you jumped.Infectious Fury: Tying CD to its optimal Constitution. Encourage your
party members to get Revivify as quickly as possible, and do whatever it takes to make them feel good about that choice. The ability to deal damage when you grab is also good if you like grabbing, but it’s only 3 damage, it doesn’t increase, and there’s no way you can improve it further.However, the spike armor stats are bad and the 16 BC will be a
constant problem for you, especially with Reckless Attack. Like the Way of the Totem Warrior, the Way of the Beast includes several decision points to personalize your compilation, but unlike the totem barbarians, the Way of the Beast can change these choices every time they get or every time they rest, allowing the Bons to quickly adapt to
situations instead of just grinding the teeth and through whatever your way may come. Cash of the beast beast of the beast: every time you get furious, you choose which of the transactions to use. If you want to play a battleman, try a few or all these changes: change battle armor, grab the damage to apply whenever you succeed in a check to grasp a
creature and also Whenever a successful creature grabs you. With frequency.Azul: fantastic options, often essential for your character's function. They are all good, but all good for different things at different times, please know which one to use in any situation is important. Of the willing options, but if someone will come out in less than half of the
right points. This will be crucial, since your 16 AC will make you a huge target for any random Kobold that you are getting advantage to reach it so much to the reckless attack. Battlerager Farm: functionally similar to Charger. Parts of the materials used are property of Wizards of the Coast. In one flaw, Berserker suffers a no exhaustion.
Unfortunately attackers need to be less than 10 pages. Consider grappling.eagle, any, Tiger: Building on attack and escape tactics, you can easily move between reduced targets, and once you get the Totamous Adjustment (Tiger) you Encouraged to get in and out of range in order to obtain additional attacks. This makes Frenzy an occasional buff that
yields rewards now, but overloads the limited features of the player from the Berserker to recover from an exhausting one whenever they take a short rest. Â € roles can get sneak Attack by attacking enemies threatened by an ally, advantage Â ™ ™ © strictly necessary, but giving them advantage make them considerably more confident and results in
a huge increase in production of mu mu ahnag ªÃcov sam ,artxE euqatA rasu edop adnia ªÃcov ³Ãs o£ÃN .ahlocse aob amu ©Ã rekresreB o ,otsor Â Â saossep sa ra§Ãortsed e ocuol racif reuq ªÃcov eS Attack as an Abduction. Wolf: hitting a prone enemy gives you leverage over attacks against them, including your second attack with the extra attack
feature. Even if you don't get a erased armor, your CA is fixed at 16 (unless you don't get a armor with magic carnations or use a shield) and even with the d12 data that is still a big problem. This solves this problem; so whether you're going to spend a lot of time fighting underground or at night (you don't know, like the Tablets), this can be a
significant advantage. Most campaigns do not have this percept effect. Use the Grapple+Shove combo to strengthen prone enemies, then eliminate one target at a time before moving to the ³. .Green: Good µ. Use clarification to explore the corners, through the doors, etc. As a result, the target to use their area cannot perform an opportunity attack
and cannot do annoying things like Castterspell, so the melee attacks are unfortunate, you can't attack them for any damage they can cause to prevent the fetra-merge houses from founding. You will not face many enemies that can do considerably more so that you do not get closer to the attack. Fortunately, the extent of the duration does not allow
the creature to make additional defenses, so that you cannot use it to keep enemies scared while your allies kill them. The Wizards of the Coast didn't seem to care about the SoldCup of strange rules when they introduced Deft Explorer (indexes) to the Ranger, so there was some precedent in the official rules. Limit frenzy once per short rest. But if
your chart tracks travel time, that's pretty good. This is the preferred option in this Â € Run between enemies Â ™ © Something that the Bons do regularly, especially if you will â € â € ™ scages are already rioted movement, your speed should be good. Ultimate Update: May 26, 2022Introduction to the “Subclasses Barbarenses Path Make a
significant difference in how their Bandens works. The number of creatures is the mother of creatures is your constitutation modifier, which can reach +7 in no 20, so you need to somehow get 7 creatures to accept the effect. Storm Herald is also much more dependent on his bã´nus action than most subclasses, so avoid fighting of two weapons and
made as Great Weapon Master and Polear Master.Environment Choices: Your choice of environment defines the benefits of the subclass. Remember that the cure are works once in each of your laps, so if you want to move to a weapon for your second attack (since you get extra attack), which can be a good idea if You have a cool mommy weapon to
use. Your option to go to the damage of damage. Change the damage of 3 to the damage equal to your forction modifier. Increasingly the AC armor dotted from 14 to 15. It has a decision point that you can change every time you earn a noisle , which is for players who may have trouble deciding, and all the transactions are reasonably good. The ability
to change your environment means that you can adapt your skills to meet your party's needs. Divine fan offers an increase in damage, but in the best of the hypotheses this only motivates creatures to stay away from you and focus on your allies. damage is very good. You can manage an exhaustion without much problems, especially since anger gives
the advantage in the verification of the way that will mainly compensate for the effects of a non -exhaustion. In rounds where you Â Â Âossi a§Ãaf sam ,siam ogla arap sun´ÃB ed o£Ã§ÃA aus rasu edop ªÃcov ,soir¡Ãropmet otreca ed sotnop met Fighting of two weapons or polearm master.storm soul: Desert: damage by fire is one of the most common
types of damage. Obviously, you can already use reckless attacks to get an advantage easily and, if you need a creature to be prone, you can use the Shove and get an advantage in the verification of Rage.Tundra's (athletics): that an enemy works. Either way, consider strongly made as durable and resistant to become more survivor. Some smaller
numbers would do so much to improve the bump. Still, of all the skills related to the 5E jump, this is among the best. A tanic party of 4 can not do this unless you add family members, animals of esteem, summons or a bag full of irritated rats. If your DM will allow you to get a magic armor or if you have allies who can buffer it with things like Shield of
Faith, this will do a huge difference. Unfortunately, he does not do nothing directly for you, but acting as a forã multiplier for your party can be more impactful, especially in a large part. The text of the feature specifies that it applies to its ¢ â € å å ”instead of its" allies ", which is a strange inconsistency. Party will accept your rhythm of travel with
Alces, then half to move the same thing as half of your speed to move stealthily. Spirit Walker: Community with nature is not © © Very powerful as regards the divine, but it can be very much when exploring new land. Tuning Total: Tunning Totammic is an improvement for their combat tanks established by the Spirit totem .Bear: Force enemies in the
attaches to him instead of his allies. The strange wording of the damage of damage seems to mean that the d6 is not multiplied in a cryical blow, as they gain one Bã´Nus equal to a roll of D6, ues ues oa laugi sezev sair¡Ãv ossi rasu edop ³Ãs ªÃcoV .rezaf etimS eniviD uo kraM s - retnuH omoc "atrtxe onad" omoc 6d1 ranoicida ed zev Bã´Nus every day,
but when you receive your bã´nus of proficiency and your number of fanages a day combine, so you are â € Â ™ you need to worry about tracking it unless you can win any way Additional Fans per day. There are effects like disintegrating and Power Word Kill that become very scary, but otherwise you are fine. © a choice for players who like some
chaos and unpredictability in their game. They can still move away from you, but that attracts an opportunity attack of a huge and horrible Barbarian.Eagle: Shooting enemies. The recovery of vain as exhaustion will take several days, which makes it difficult to use more than once a day. Damage also of a separate source of your attack, so we
multiplied in a chrustic hit. the beneficial. It works vertically and horizontally, so you can jump incredibly high. However, the attitude formed Â ™ helps in meetings with an enemy and even in meetings with enemies you are â € â € ™ t at © where I can say that was a mistake and you â € Â ™ You need to be friends with your allies to benefit. Aspect of
the beast: Remember that you â € ™ ™ â € ™ t need to select the same animal you have selected for the Spirit totem. You can do all your claw attacks with a motto, so there is no reason to open a shield. Reaction. Make sure you keep your AC and your right point the possible mother, and wait for yourself to be strongly supported by healing features
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reuq etnemavitinifed ªÃcoV .yznerF od osu ed seµÃ§Ãatimil sa ©Ã radum asicerp euq asioc acinºÃ a etnemlaretiL .cigaM dliW alebat airp³Ãrp aus moc mev cigaM dliW fo htaP euq ravresbo etnatropmi Ã od od ohnimaC.CLL tsaoC eht fo GuardianxgtetSeu arquã © Type emphasizes the role â € ™ Barbarian as an attacker, but drastically improves his
ability as a defender. But if you think you track ancestral protectors and a witty shield is already sufficient complexity, you don't worry about using your Bã´Nus. Ancestral Bullet Breaks: This is an incredible "â € â € £ o € â € Â Â Â € lying the dead that raise the dead components of expensive material, and this allows you to get around them. In large
or smaller enemies, which cover most enemies, but on top you will not often find very large enemies that marvel at Â Â ™ scag: basically the charge, but better. This is especially frustrating because they are only apply when you are furious. Lobo: This is extremely Ãº for characters in your group that is strongly dependent on attacks such as forest and
rascal guards. Allies and you â â â Â Â â â € with temporary attack points. However, if you For more skills, you should first talk to your DM about the optional main knowledge class feature. If your current wild mother effect is pleased, look for a better option. S negative, the ability to choose between two effects (or any of them, if you € ™ s) means you
can choose the options that best adapt to your current needs. Still, if you are guaranteed to benefit from healing in your current fight, it is for a different option. If you use the shorts to leave them prone, they can work again because they are not being by no means the only viable ways to build the Totem Warrior, here are some go-to options for totem
combinations:Bear, Any, Bear: Probably the most iconic version of the Totem Warrior Barbarian, this build makes you resistant to nearly all damage while raging, and Totemic Attunement (Bear) makes it hard for your enemies to attack anyone except you while you¢ÃÂÂre in melee with them, so as long as you can keep enemies adjacent to you
you¢ÃÂÂll do fine as a Defender. Keep in mind that the state of the meta periodically changes as new source materials are released and this article will be updating accordingly as time allows.RPGBOT is unofficial Fan Content permitted under the Fan Content Policy. Excellent if your party already does plenty of damage.Storm Aura: Damage enemies
or grant temporary hit points to yourself and your allies. These benefits notably work outside of your rage, so you don¢ÃÂÂt need to get angry to breath water or climb on the ceiling.Swim Speed: Situational, but the fact that you also get to breath water is really helpful. If you have another melee ally who might get hurt when you activate Desert but
you still want more damage output, this is fine.Tundra: This can affect you and any number of allies in the 10-foot aura. However, as the Barbarian¢ÃÂÂs save bonus increases the risk diminishes, so at low levels Frenzy may be very risky, while at high levels it may be little risk at all.Frenzy: When you absolutely, positively have to kill every living thing
in a room, and don¢ÃÂÂt care about the cost. Sure, every barbarian is going to get angry and hit stuff, but there¢ÃÂÂs much more to it than that and your choice of Primal Path will do a lot to define your barbarian.Table of ContentsIntroduction ¢ÃÂÂ Primal PathDisclaimerBarbarian SubclassesDisclaimerRPGBOT uses the color coding scheme which
has become common among Pathfinder build handbooks, which is simple to understand and easy to read at a glance.Red: Bad, useless options, or options which are extremely Eseht eseht forget that your rage bonus to damage still applies. Using the Bonus Action attack can be hard, too, because many barbarian class features are activated as a Bonus
Action, including Rage.Reckless Abandon: You¢ÃÂÂre likely going to use Reckless Attack every turn in combat, and the temporary hit points reset every time you do so, dramatically improving your ability to endure damage. Perhaps more important, all of the effects are beneficial, even if they¢ÃÂÂre unpredictable. Unles your party outnumbers your
foes, spending your Action every turn is simple too costly because you¢ÃÂÂre essentially trading your entire turn for their entire turn.Retaliation: More attacks are always fantastic, so get into melee and try to draw fire. And, as great as Frenzy¢ÃÂÂs benefitys are, Frenzy is nowhere near good enough for its cost.Mindless Rage: This makes you
immune to two ways to take you out of combat without wearing down your huge pile of hit points.Intimidating Presence: The effect only lasts until the end of your next turn unless you spend your Action to extend it. You won¢ÃÂÂt be able to make opportunity attacks for the round, but the rest of your attacks will be at Advantage against the prone
target, and you can still use your Bonus Action for the active effect of Storm Aura. The racial restriction is also frustrating, but the dependency on Constitution means that a Dwarf would be a good choice anyway.Perhaps the best way to build a battlerager is a mountain dwarf with a shield and a one-handed weapon. Use Augury any time you make a
major decision with unknown risks. Yes, Frenzy is a 50% damage boost for the Barbarian, but it¢ÃÂÂs still just an additional weapon attack. Nice an simple. Allies threatening that enemy can already get Advantage from you if you selected Wolf for your Totem Spirit, and you can already get Advantage from Reckless Attack, so this may not be very
useful.Path of the ZealotXGtEA great choice for players who tend to die a lot, the Zealot makes surviving and easier. The PHB options are mostly for flavor, but the options introduced in the Sword Coast Adventurer¢ÃÂÂs Guide are considerably better.Bear: Carrying capacity is usually ignored, and you can always buy a mule to carry your heavy stuff
or you can play a race like the Goliath which gets the same benefit to carrying capacity. You can¢ÃÂÂt go below 0 hit points, so as long as you get above 0 (again, Potion of Healing) before your rage ends you¢ÃÂÂre fine, so once you hit 0 hit points you no longer need to care about taking damage. Keep in mind that many of the activated effects use
your Bonus Action, so avoid character options that use your Bonus Action such as two-weapon fighting.Bolstering Magic: Adding a d3 to attack rolls sounds underwhelming, but it¢ÃÂÂs still an average of +2 to all of your attacks, it lasts 10 minutes, and it doesn¢ÃÂÂt require Concentration like effects like Bless. Why should a monster spend its time
hitting your barbarian with a mountain of hit points, frustrating damage resistances, and the ability to reroll a saving throw (Fanatical Focus) when they could simply walk past you to go kill your allies who are doing considerably more damage than you are? Amazing. You don¢ÃÂÂt need to spend your Bonus Action to do it, so you can get the extra
attack in the same turn that you rage. The damage is psychic, and very few creatures are resistant or immune to psychic damage, so this is a safe, reliable damage boost, but remember that this has a daily usage limit so don¢ÃÂÂt burn through it too quickly. The class features give you some nice damage options but the features aren¢ÃÂÂt as useful
or as exciting as other subclasses and since you¢ÃÂÂre stuck in Spiked Armor you don¢ÃÂÂt get to enjoy Unarmored Defense or half-plate like other barbarians. It gets more useful the larger your party is, so encourage your allies to summon creatures, use pets, etc., but unless you can guarantee that everyone will be making a saving throw in the
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SDEEPS YLF OT GNIHT TSEB TXEN TXEN EHT : Deeps bmilc.) Neppah Duohs Taht Ekil Sleef Ti Tub, Selur Eht Ni Taht Yas Yllautca Tâ ™ â € ã ¢ nseo D ti (Seot Debbew Dna htiw pu pu is enough that it can be tactically impactful, but it¢ÃÂÂs not something that you can afford to use every turn.Forced Attack: Forcing enemies to attack their allies is
great, but the benefits don¢ÃÂÂt stop there. However, you may still need to be cautious about provoking Opportunity Attacks because Reckless Attack will offset the Disadvantage imposed by Totem Spirit (Eagle).Wolf, Any, Bear: More focused on supporting your allies than on dealing damage yourself, this is a great option if you have a large party
which includes other allies who fight in melee.Path of the Totem Warrior Barbarian HandbookSpirit Seeker: Very situational.Totem Spirit: Totem Spirit defines your combat tactics. Ideally you¢ÃÂÂll have a spellcaster in the party who can handle this since you¢ÃÂÂre not really suited to do anything about whatever you learn.Wild Surge: Path of Wild
Magic¢ÃÂÂs Wild Magic table is universally beneficial. Creatures can break the effect by moving far enough away, but that doesn¢ÃÂÂt make them immune so you¢ÃÂÂre free to chase them down and continue to intimidate them unless they pass a save and become temporarily immune.The big problem here is the Action cost to use it. The only
drawback is that the archetype provides no abilities which increase your damage output, which makes it important to have another Striker in the party to compensate.The Ancestral Guardian¢ÃÂÂs biggest problems are that it doesn¢ÃÂÂt provide additional damage output except Vengeful Ancestors (which may be totally fine if your party already
does plenty of damage) and doesn¢ÃÂÂt make you any more durable than the core barbarian class features already do. The ability to renew them as a Bonus Action means that you can consistently pad your own hit points while you¢ÃÂÂre up front taking damage. This will generally only be useful in aquatic campaigns.Tundra: Cold damage isn¢ÃÂÂt
as common as fire, and the weak version of Shape Water isn¢ÃÂÂt especially useful.Shielding Storm: This requires your allies to stay Isinekifirep Ruo from from their aura, which in some cases can put them on the path of effects they Âare trying to resist, such as breathing weapons or fireballs. Fly into the air to hit a flying sorcerer, then land on
something until ³ time. You can change your environment once each time you don't win a Level, so expect to be locked in your choice for multiple µ. 3 No exhaustion There's basically a death sentence in combat.Al ©Moreover, the only free way to solve exhaustion You'll get enough rest, which means that using Frenzy can take days to recover if you
don't see him again and again, so while the magicians are returning all their fetish slots during the night you don't have to spend days resting to get back to its total capacity. Frenzy. ³, but Â very expensiveÂ. By changing the cost to use it, Berserker immediately becomes playable and exciting. Two exhaust levels make combat operation difficult. By
this level the real mirrors will be able to do this with ease, but you can not use this ability once per short rest without spending fetish slots, so do not do it you can even be less expensive for the party.Vindictive predecessors: As Reaction, reflect even© 4d6 damage directed to an ally back to the attacker. If you don't have friendly allies (and almost all
parties include some), theywill benefit greatly from this type of arquÃ ©especially if they    There is not much damage in this level, but now many enemies will have multiple attacks so that it can be added quickly.Path of the BeastToEath of the Beast A perfect balance of durability and damage, allowing the Birbaro to serve as a front-line Defender
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